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ABSTRACT
We develop solutions for the security and privacy of user iden-
tity information in a federation. By federation we mean a
group of organizations or service providers which have built
trust among each other and enable sharing of user identity
information amongst themselves. We first propose a flexible
approach to establish a single sign-on (SSO) ID in the feder-
ation. Then we show how a user can leverage this SSO ID
to establish certified and un-certified user identity attributes
without the dependence on PKI for user authentication. This
makes the process more usable and privacy preserving. Our
major contribution in this paper is a novel solution for pro-
tection against identity theft of these identity attributes. We
provide protocols based on cryptographic techniques, namely
zero knowledge proofs and distributed hash tables. We show
how we can preserve privacy of the user identity without jeop-
ardizing security. We formally prove correctness and provide
complexity results for our protocols. The complexity results
show that our approach is efficient. In the paper we also show
that the protocol is robust enough even in case semi-trusted
“honest-yet curious” service providers thus preventing against
insider threat. In our analysis we give the desired properties of
the cryptographic tools used and identify open problems. We
believe that the approach represents a precursor to new and
innovative cryptographic techniques which can provide solu-
tions for the security and privacy problems in federated iden-
tity management.

∗The work reported in this paper has been partially sponsored
by NSF under the ITR Project 0428554 ”The Design and Use
of Digital Identities” and by the sponsors of CERIAS.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital identity corresponds to the electronic information

associated with an individual in a particular identity system.
Identity systems are used by online service providers (SP) to
authenticate and authorize users to services protected by ac-
cess policies. With the advent of distributed computing models
such as web services, there are increased inter-dependencies
among such SP’s. As a result, the current trend [14, 12] is to
focus on inter-organization and inter-dependent management
of identity information [21] rather than identity management
solutions for internal use. This is referred to asfederated iden-
tity management. Federated identity is a distributed computing
construct that recognizes the fact that individuals move be-
tween corporate boundaries at an increasingly frequent rate.
Practical applications of federated identities are represented by
large multinational companies which have to manage several
heterogeneous systems at the same time [21]. An effort in this
sense is represented by the notion ofSingle Sign-On (SSO)
[25, 23], which enables a user to login to multiple organiza-
tions or SP’s by using the same username and password. This
approach increases usability and adds security by reducingthe
number of passwords that need to be managed.

Emerging standards [14, 12] are currently extending the no-
tion of federated identity to other user information referred to
as identity attributes. The main goal of such extensions is to
enable interoperability and link together redundant user iden-
tities maintained by different SP’s. An important requirement
in this context is that the federation environment should enable
SP’s to exchange user data in a secure and trustworthy man-
ner while also enforcing the original privacy preferences of the
user. Current federation solutions are built on top of SAML1

specification which depends on PKI with additional trust rela-
tionships for its security. As such, federations have to rely on
PKI for exchanging data among SP’s, and between users and
SP’s authentication [8]. However, PKI has experienced numer-
ous implementation problems because of its technical com-

1Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)



plexities. It is also oriented towards strong identity granted
through Registration and Certification Authorities, whichis
not always suitable for user privacy. Hence, the assumption
of relying on PKI for all types of interaction in the federation
is not realistic. We thus need articulated identity solutions sup-
porting multiple complementary options for digital identity.

A serious concern related with identity management, what-
ever solution is chosen, is the risk of identity theft. Despite
guidelines have been provided on how to protect against iden-
tity theft [16, 11], not many identity theft protection solutions
have been proposed so far. Sensitive information in the Inter-
net is currently hard to track and also consistent usage of the
proposed solutions is extremely hard to achieve. We believe
however that in a federation environment it is possible to de-
velop protocols able to achieve identity theft protection.As
noted above, the security and privacy of the user identity in-
formation, both certified and uncertified, are of utmost impor-
tance today. Security prevents theft and impersonation when
the identity attributes are used and privacy protects against the
disclosure of identity when the user has the right or expecta-
tion of anonymity [15].

In this paper we propose a flexible approach to assign unique
identifiers to users within a federation employing SSO ID’s
with strong guarantees against identity theft. To assure user
privacy, our protocols do not rely on PKI for user authentica-
tion, so that one can easily use uncertified attributes and beel-
igible for services with low clearance. For cases in which cer-
tificates are required we show how SP’s can leverage the SSO
ID to issue certificates to users. We also show how we can eas-
ily employ PKI protocols if a PKI infrastructure is available.

The core of our federated approach for identity management
is a set of cryptographic protocols specifically designed topro-
tect user attributes against identity theft. The key idea isto
associate the different kinds of sensitive information of auser
with each other and with the user’s SSO ID. In such way, any
of such sensitive information is not acceptable without oneor
more of the other associated identifying information. We re-
fer to a set of such sensitive information asattributes Secured
from Identity Theft (SIT attributes for short). Under our ap-
proach, SIT attributes are protected themself: if a user wants
to use any of his/her SIT attributes, he/she has to give along
one or more other SIT attributes as proofs of identity. We
show how we can preserve user privacy without jeopardizing
security with the help of cryptographic techniques like zero
knowledge proofs [10, 24] and distributed hash tables [18].
The use of zero knowledge protocols make it possible to hide
user values of the proofs of identity even to entities like SP
registrars2. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time
a cryptographic solution to the problem of identity theft has
been proposed in the context of federated digital identity man-
agement. A federation environment inherently protects user
attributes more than an open environment. However it is usu-
ally assumed that all entities in the federation are completely
trusted. In our solution we show how the protocol is robust
enough even in the case when semi-trusted “honest-yet curi-

2If a user trusts an SP to store his/her hidden SIT attributes
then that SP is the registrar for that user. More on this in Sec-
tion 4.

ous” SP’s are in place. In the paper we also formally prove
correctness of our protocols and provide complexity results;
these results show that our approach is very efficient.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section we introduce preliminary concepts and definitions
concerning digital identity in a federation. In particular, in
Section 2.2. we illustrate the approach we adopt to establish
digital identity in a federation for both servers and users.In
Section 3 we show how certificates are issued and used in the
federation. Section 4 gives detailed description of our solu-
tion to the problem of identity theft with the help of a running
example. In particular Section 4.1 gives our security model
followed by Section 4.2 with basic registration protocol for
establishing SIT attributes. This is followed by protocolsfor
SIT attributes usage in Section 4.3 and 4.4. In Section 5 we
give the formal analysis for the correctness of the protocols
and the complexity analysis. In Sections 6 and 7 we discuss
related work and we outline some conclusions, respectively.

2. DIGITAL IDENTITY IN FEDERATIONS
In this section we present preliminary concepts related with

identity. We first briefly review the notion of identity and pos-
sible identifying techniques. Then, we present the identity sys-
tem we have devised, focusing on the approaches we adopt for
identifying both users and SP’s.

2.1 Preliminary Concepts and Definitions
A federation is a group of organizations which trust cer-

tain kinds of information from any member of the group to
be valid. In this paper we consider federations involving two
types of entity: SP’s and users. A SP is an entity providing one
or more services to users within the federation. Services are
protected by a set of rules defining the requirements users have
to satisfy in order to use the service. Often such requirements
are expressed as conditions against properties of users. Such
properties are usually encoded by means attributes or creden-
tials.

To interact within the federation, users need to be identified.
Identification is the process of mapping claimed or observed
attributes of an individual to his/her associatedidentifier. Iden-
tifiers can be either encoded using attributes or certificates, or
they might be user’s knowledge (i.e., passwords, etc). Identi-
fiers are assigned to users by anidentity system. Identifiers can
be classified into weak and strong identifiers. A strong identi-
fier uniquely identifies an individual in a population3, while a
weak identifier can be applied to many individuals in a popu-
lation. Whether an identifier is strong or weak depends upon
the size of the population and the uniqueness of the identifying
attribute. Multiple weak identifiers may lead to a unique iden-
tification [31]. Examples of strong identifiers are a user’s pass-
port or social security number. Weak identifiers are attributes
like age and gender. The types of possible identifiers and their
organization are summarized in Figure 1. In the remainder of
the paper when mentioning identifiers we will always refer to
strong identifiers, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
3This is with respect to the domain in which the user is being
identified. We do not address the domain specific details in the
paper as it is not important to understanding the main idea.



An identity system should satisfy some requirements related
with identification and authentication of the identified users.
Identification ensuresaccountabilityof the users and the ul-
timate goal is toauthorizeusers to obtain required services
and/or data by service providers. Byauthenticationwe mean
the process of establishing confidence in the truth of some
claim. Authorizationis the process of ensuring that the poli-
cies specifying who may execute which actions on which re-
sources are followed. Authorization decisions do not require
the unique identity of the requester to enforce policies. Fi-
nally, accountabilityis the ability to associate a consequence
with a past action of an individual [22]. It is required that the
individual can be linked to action or event for which he/she is
to be held accountable. Unlike authorization, accountability
requires the ability to uniquely identify the individual.

One of the most common approaches for authenticating the
website of an enterprise in today’s world is the use of public
keys. Trusted commercial entities [29, 28] certify that a given
public key belongs to that enterprise. Following this prac-
tice, we assume that the SP’s use the public key infrastructure
(PKI). Public keys are thus used to identify and authenticate
any SP throughout the federation. Although this approach is
adequate for SP’s, it is not however suitable for users. Indeed,
the management of digital identity by means of user certifi-
cates has proven to be very difficult [30]. To understand the
reasons of this failure we revisit the two principles identified
in [2]. Conforming to them one might selectively reveal ele-
ments of his/her identity:

1. The“least revealing means” principleimplies that the
minimal identity information should be provided by the
user to complete a particular transaction. This is defi-
nitely not true in the current systems because much more
information than required has to be given to certification
authorities (CA) even for a simple certificate. For exam-
ple, to be issued a certificate certifying a public key with
an email address of a user, the actual identity of the user
is irrelevant. However even in this case the user is asked
to give his/her critical identity information like passport
number, social security number, name, date of birth and
so forth [27], to be able to obtain a public key. This
is because the CA wants to prevent fraud and excessive
unaccountable usage. Nevertheless such an approach vi-
olates privacy and therefore new methodologies need to
be devised for general users.

2. The“most convenient means” principleimplies that a
user would selectively reveal the combination of iden-
tifying information that are most convenient. Here the
information should not exceed an upper bound of the
amount of information the user is willing to reveal. This
principle also points to the need of economy of mecha-
nism and usability. One of the main problems with PKI
is the management of the keys and it is not easy for a
user to easily first establish a public key, and then use it
with different applications. We address the former con-
cern in detail in this paper.

In the following sections we address the problems outlined

above in the context of a federation. Our main goal is to estab-
lish, manage and use digital identities of users in a federation.

2.2 Establishing Unique Identifiers
In this subsection we focus on how to establish unique iden-

tifiers for the entities in a federation, that is, SP’s and users.

Service Providers

SP’s within a federation are identified uniquely by their
public keys. We denote the two keys belonging to each
service provider asK SPPub and K SPPriv, denot-
ing public and private key, respectively. SP’s are also
responsible for verifying user attributes and issuing dig-
ital certificates to certify them. Therefore, each SP also
has an additional public key shared with all the other
providers in the federation, which is used to verify user’s
certified attributes issued byany SP. This public key
can be generated by using group key algorithms [7] and
can be used to identify any SP belonging to the federa-
tion. We denote this public key asKF ED and the cor-
responding private key asK SPF edPriv. Note that, ac-
cording to the protocols in [7] each SP has a different
K SPF edPriv associated with the public keyKF ED.

Users

A user digital identity is basically a set of his/her identi-
fiers. In our work, we employ single sign-on (SSO) ID’s
to uniquely identify users within a federation. Users
affiliated4 with a SP are identified by their name and
the SP name, separated by symbol$. That is, if Al-
ice is a user affiliated with SP1, her SSO ID would be
Alice$SP1. Users receive their ID’s when joining the
federation. We assume all sharable attributes of regis-
tered users to be certified and stored with the member
SP they are affiliated with. External users can also join
the federation by establishing their SSO user name and
password with any SP within the federation. For exam-
ple, if some user Bob wants to establish a SSO ID in
the federation he sends a request toSP1 with desired
user nameBob. If this user name does not already ex-
ist in SP1, SP1 registers Bob giving him the SSO ID
Bob@SP1. Note that other user naming mechanisms
could be used here. The essential property is that a user
SSO ID be unique within the federation.

After the user has successfully established a SSO ID in the
federation, he/she can then establish different types of digital
attributes. The SP services that a user can be eligible for de-
pends on the different attributes required by the service policy.
In this paper we consider three types of attributes (see Figure
2): 1) uncertified attributes, corresponding to voluntary infor-
mation given by user; 2) certified attributes, corresponding to
attributes that have been verified and issued as signed digital

4By affiliated users we mean users who have repeated interac-
tions with one or more SP’s in a federation and are interested
in a continuous relatioship with the federation as opposed to
external users who have only random interactions and are not
interested in establishing a relationship with the federation.



Figure 1: Classification of User Identifiers Figure 2: Attribute Types Figure 3: Type A Cert

certificates by trusted SP’s or CA’s; and 3) attributes secured
from identity theft (SIT attributes, for brevity) corresponding
to identity attributes that are relevant for the user identifica-
tion and thus need to be secured by our protection mechanism.
Using the SSO ID the user can log on to different SP’s and
get access to the provided services. We consider three main
cases. If the user initially does not have digital certificates
he/she can access services for which only voluntary user infor-
mation needs to be provided. In most cases, the information is
for non critical services or is irrelevant for authorization of that
service. This is the first and the most trivial case. For services
requiring higher clearance and thus requiring certified infor-
mation from the user, the user has to apply to the SP’s or some
trusted external CA’s for the required certificates. The third
and more interesting case is when the user requires access to
a given service with protection against identity theft for the
user identity attributes that are to be supplied to get access to
the service according the the service policies. These attributes
can be both certified or uncertified. We present protocols for
this purpose later in this paper. Protection of the identityat-
tributes against identity is of course in the best interest for any
user. However, also SP’s may want to offer reliable and secure
services and thus interested in requiring that user attributes be
protected against theft.

We elaborate in each of the above cases in detail in the rest
of the paper.

3. USAGE OF CERTIFICATES
For a user to be authorized for a service, the SP may require

some certified identity information. Certified informationis
encoded as certificates issued by SP’s within the federationor
by external CA’s. Upon federation setting, it is agreed that
the SP’s will follow an acceptable well defined procedure for
the verification and certification of different attributes.These
certificates will be considered reliable within the federation.

3.1 Certificate Provisioning
In order to get certificates usable in the federation the user

has to obtain that his/her uncertified attributes and claimsare
verified by any trusted SP or CA. We employ two basic ap-
proaches for verification. The first approach addresses the case
of a user that does not possess any initial digital certificate.
Here it is inevitable that the user has to go to a physical lo-
cation to register any strong identifier. If for example Alice,

who does not have any digital certificate, needs a certificateas-
serting thatAlice SSN is her social security number (SSN),
she has to show this to an authorized personnel in a physical
office at a SP (say SP1). As a result, she gets a signed digi-
tal identity which asserts thatAlice SSN belongs to user-id
Alice@SP1.

The second approach is used when a user either already
has some digital certificates, or the claimed information can
be verified by accessing some reliable online databases. Ad-
ditional certificates can be issued based on this information.
We assume that certificate provisioning policies are in place
at the SP. Certificates issued by SP’s are of two main types:
Type A certify’s credential ownership- here the SP certifies
that the user owns a given set of certificates;Type B certify’s
issuance of new credentials depending on existing user certifi-
cates and the certificate provisioning policies of the SP.

An example showing the issuance of a certificate ofType
A is illustrated in Figure 3. As shown user Alice has two
certificates. The first certificate is issued by a SP and states
that{Alice@SP1 has SSNAlice SSN}. The second certifi-
cate is from a trusted CA and states that{Alice SSN has a
Low Income Status, (LIS) for brevity}. Alice wants to get
a certificate stating that she (represented by her SSO identifier)
has aLIS to be used within the federation without reveal-
ing her SSN. Alice can obtain such certificate by submitting
a trusted SP theLIS certificate and the certificate associat-
ing her SSN with her SSO ID. In return she obtains the final
certificate associatingAlice@SP1 with LIS. Here the actual
revelation of the SSN is not required, but just needs to be the
same for the two certificates.LIS is signed by the private
group keyK-SPF edPriv of the issuing trusted SP and can be
verified by any SP in the federation.

When a user requires the issuance of a certificate ofType
B, he/she must prove possession of pre-requisite certificates
according to the certificate provisioning policies of SP’s and
the federation requirements concerning the provisioning of cer-
tificates stating a claims for users. For example ifAlice@SP1
has the certificate associating the SSO ID with her SSN, she
may be eligible to obtain aTrusted-User certificate. This
may be because Alice can uniquely be identified by the fed-
eration, hence be held more accountable and therefore can be
trusted.

3.2 Sharing User Attributes



In [26] we have shown how a user can negotiate with SP’s
to submit the appropriate certificates and attributes in order to
obtain the requested service. The key idea is that if the userhas
agreed to share this information within the federation, theSP’s
would negotiate these sharable user attributes amongst them-
selves. Such an approach saves that the user from having to
repeatedly provide these attributes and thus improves usabil-
ity. We have also shown that attribute sharing can be achieved
efficiently and with privacy guarantees. By using trust negoti-
ation techniques [5] only minimal information about users are
required to satisfy the requesting SP’s service policy. Other-
wise, the privacy of the attributes may be vulnerable as they
would reside in multiple locations within a federation some
of which might not be trusted by the user. The use of tickets
namelytrust ticketsandsession ticketshas been shown to be
critical in order to determine the user’s past activities and re-
lated information in the federation. If the user does not want
to share his sensitive identifiers, he/she can directly negotiate
with the SP to provide this information when required. The
above approach can be used by our identity system for privacy
preserving sharing of user identity attributes. We can alsouse
the standard attribute sharing protocols as given in [12, 14].

4. PROTECTION FROM IDENTITY THEFT
Identity theft occurs when a malicious person uses an honest

user’s personal information such as the users name, Social Se-
curity number (SSN), credit card number (CCN) or other iden-
tifying information, without his/her permission. In this section
we offer one solution to prevent identity theft in a federation.
The key idea is to associate the different kinds of sensitivein-
formation of a user with each other and the user’s SSO ID. Any
of such sensitive information is not acceptable without oneor
more of the other associated identifying information. We refer
to the set of such sensitive information as attributes secured
from identity theft (SIT attributes for short). This is similar to
real world situations where a user is asked for different kinds
of sensitive personal information to be assured that the user is
really who he/she claims to be. However, in online transac-
tions with different SP’s it is desirable that one can prove the
possession of a sensitive information without the actual reve-
lation of this information in clear.

For the purposes of clarity we introduce a running example
which is used in the following sections.

Example 1 User Alice has established an ID in the federa-
tion namelyAlice@SP1. She intends to use her CCN and
wants to protect it against identity theft. To do this she reg-
isters her SSN and CCN with the SPSPreg. Now, within the
federation her CCN is not valid unless she provides informa-
tion regarding her SSN as registered earlier. So when another
SP providing a service, saySPprov, asks for her CCN, first
her SSN information has to be validated. Following that the
CCN information can be used withSPprov successfully. Even
if Alice uses her sensitive SSN as a proof of identity she still
does not want to reveal this information to the SP’s in clear.

Next subsection gives the security model and assumptions on
which our approach relies. Then, we present the bootstrapping
procedure which shows how a user can register his/her SIT

attributes withanySP in the federation. Once the registration
is completed, a set of SIT attributes are associated with the
user SSO ID and with each other. Following that we describe
in detail how these attributes are used. A key feature of our
approach is that we avoid the use of a centralized entity, thus
being consistent with the truly distributed nature of protocols
in the federation. To protect against identity theft is important
that an adversary be prevented from registering as its own SIT
attributes of other users; therefore we describe how we detect
duplicates within a federation.

4.1 Security Model and Assumptions
As introduced, the two main entities in the federation are

users and SP’s. SP’s can also act asregistrarsfor certain users.
If a user trusts an SP to store his/her SIT attributes, then that
SP is the registrar for that user. Registrars are assumed to be
semi-honest5 for the user attributes they keep track of. Users
and SP’s which are not registrars can be either semi-honest
or malicious. The interactions are mainly between two par-
ties at a time and we assume at least one of the two parties
be semi-honest. Two of the three approaches presented in the
following subsections rely on the Schnorr’s zero knowledge
proof (ZKP)[24]. To execute the protocols given below, dur-
ing the formation of the federation the following basic system
parameters need to be selected:

1. p: A large prime (i.e,p ≈ 2
1024) such that the discrete loga-

rithm problem inZp∗ is intractable.
2. q: A large prime divisor ofp − 1 (i.e.,q ≥ 2

160).
3. g: g = β(p−1)/qmod p, whereβ is a primitive root ofp.

(Note thatgqmod p = 1 by Fermat’s Theorem.)

4. t: A security parameter such thatq > 2
t. For most practical

applications,t = 40 will provide adequate security.

Also we assume that the SP’s are identified using their unique
public keys and the users are identified using their SSO ID.

4.2 Bootstrapping: Registration Procedure
Because a SP is not considered completely trustworthy, the

values of the sensitive attributes are not to be released in clear.
The main goal of registration is thus to store unique and hid-
den sensitive SIT attributes to such semi-honest SP’s. In the
next subsections we describe the two alternative registration
procedures we have devised.

4.2.1 Physical Registration
This type of registration requires the user to go to a SP in

order to register his/her sensitive identifiers and attributes in
person. Following from Example 1, Alice wants to register
her SSN and CCN with SPSPreg. An authorized officer of
SPreg verifies the actuala = SSN andb = CCN with the
physical cards or certified papers. Then he/she lets Alice en-
ter these values in an offline dual screen computer (or some
special purpose device) such that the officer monitors with the
help of the second screen that Alice enters the correct values.
Such computer calculatesg−amod p with tag SSNtag and

5According to the accepted definition of semi-honest entities,
we assume registrars will follow the protocol but may also
want to learn more information than they are supposed to.



g−bmod p with tag CCNtag. Given the calculated value it
is not computationally feasible for an attacker to get the se-
cret values assuming the intractability of Discrete Log Prob-
lem (DLP). These values are stored with the user andSPreg

with the corresponding user idAlice@SP1. Here we assume
that the officer is trusted and does not keep a copy of the sen-
sitive information.

Physical registration is the strongest and sometimes the most
reliable form of identification. However, referring to our prin-
ciples introduced in Section 2.1, this method reveals a minimal
amount of information, but is not the most convenient proce-
dure. We therefore look into the second kind of registration
which is executed through online message exchange.

4.2.2 Online Registration
Online registration of sensitive attributes is a challenging in

the absence of user public keys or any electronic certified in-
formation. To achieve the goal of privacy, we require that sen-
sitive information of the user arenevergiven in clear to even
the SP which is storing this information. Of course this re-
quirement adds a level of complexity to the whole registration
procedure: the SP cannot guarantee that the information reg-
istered is correct, but it can guarantee that the user knows the
secret information whose exponentiated value is stored with
it. To reach this last goal the SP and the user engage in a
zero knowledge proof (ZKP) as given shortly. To understand
the former concern let us consider three cases following from
Example 1. The first case corresponds to the ideal situation,
that is, Alice is honest and submits correct values of the sensi-
tive attributes. The second case is when Alice submits a ran-
dom value instead of the SSN and tags it withSSNtag . If
no one other than Alice knows the random correct value, this
works perfectly fine. However if the actual value of the SSN
is required to be given in clear, then Alice’s transaction will
fail. The final case is when a malicious user, say Carl, tries to
register Alice’s SSN. Now if Alice has already registered her
SSN, the attempt by Carl would be detected by the federation
as explained in a Section 4.4. If Alice has not registered this
attribute and tries to register it later an alarm would be raised.
The alarm would then trigger an auditing procedure to deter-
mine which user has already registered the SSN of Alice and a
subsequent recovery procedure that will undo the registration
made by Carl.

The general ZKP’s [10] is explained as follows. The pro-
tocol allows a committer to have a private secret, and prove
its possession without releasing it. The committer releases
some information called thecommitment. The protocol has
two main properties:hiding, the verifier cannot compute the
secret from the commitment; andbinding, the committer can-
not change his mind after having committed, but it can later
open the commitment to reveal the secret to convince the ver-
ifier that this was indeed the original value it was committed
to.

We use Schnorr’s ZKP to commit to the supposedly sensi-
tive information as given in Protocol 1. Following from Exam-
ple 1, if Alice wants to commit her SSN= a then she commits
the valuec = g−amod p to SPreg. Using the protocol she can
prove that she knows the valuea corresponding to the commit-

ment. Similarly, she can commit other sensitive values.

Protocol 1 SIT Registration: Schnorr’s Zero Knowledge Pro-
tocol
Require: Federation System Parameters: p, q, g such that

q|p − 1, andg is an orderq element inZp∗. t is a se-
curity parameter. User has a valid SSO IDuid, Ser-
vice ProviderSPreg is a member of the Federation. Time
stampsTi can be generated.

Goal: User knows the secreta of the committed valuec which
is registered withSPreg.

1: User → SPreg : c = g−amod p, uid, T1

2: User → SPreg : d = grmod p {User selectsr from
[1..q]},uid, T2

3: SPreg → User : e {SPreg selectse from [1..2t]}
4: User → SPreg : y = r + ea mod q, uid, T3

5: SPreg : if d = gy ∗ cemod p then return OK

At the end of the registration procedure in Example 1 the
registrarSPreg has the information as given in Table 1. We

Tag Committed Value Registration Procedure
SSNtag g−a In Person,T1

CCNtag g−b Online,T2

Table 1: Information registered for Alice at SP1
(Refer example 1).

now describe how the SIT attributes, that are registered through
either the bootstrapping or the registration procedure, are used
in the federation to protect against identity theft.

4.3 Using SIT Attributes to Protect Against
Identity Theft

The main aim of the protocols we present here is to make the
use of SIT attributes possible only under the submission of a
subset of additional SIT attributes which have been registered.
The exact subset of the additional SIT attributes required is
determined based on the user and/or SP’s identification policy.
Such attributes act as a proofs of identity and enable associ-
ation of required SIT attributes with the other registered SIT
attributes. This gives assurance that the user is in controlof
his/her sensitive attributes and is therefore honest. The solu-
tion we have devised to deal with identity theft consists of two
main phases. The first and key phase is aZKP and symmetric
key exchangeprotocol. Here the user proves that he/she knows
the actual value of a specified SIT attribute without revealing
its value in clear. In addition, at the end of a successful run
of this protocol the user and SP share a single symmetric key
related to the proof of knowledge of that SIT attribute. With
repeated runs of this protocol multiple symmetric keys can be
shared. These keys are used to retrieve the required SIT at-
tributes from the final message given by the user to the SP.
Creation of the final messageis the second phase of the solu-
tion. Here, the user creates a message encrypted in a nested
manner with the symmetric keys generated in the first phase.
Next we elaborate on these two phases in detail.



Figure 4: Final message format fromAlice to SPprov. Refer example 1

Protocol 2ZKP and single symmetric key exchange
Require: Federation System Parameters: p, q, g such that

q|p − 1, andg is an orderq element inZp∗. t is a se-
curity parameter.User has a valid SSO IDuid and has
registered his/her attributes with Service ProviderSPreg

and wants service fromSPprov. Both theSP ′s are mem-
bers of the Federation. Time stampsTi can be generated.

Goal: SPprov verifies correctly thatUser knows the valuea
registered withSPreg to retrieve the keyk.

1: User → SPprov : msg {msg = SPreg has my (uid)
commitment for secret fortag-of -a}, T1

2: SPprov ↔ SPreg : c {retrievesc = g−amod p corre-
sponding totag-of -a anduser-id}

3: User → SPprov : d = grmod p {User selectsr from
[1..q]}, uid, T2

4: SPprov → User : e {SPprov selectse from [1..2t]}
5: User → SPprov : y = r + ea mod q, y′ = r + ea +

x mod q, {x is a random such thatk = d(gx − 1)},
uid, T3

6: SPprov : verifiesd = gy ∗ cemod p andevaluates key
{(gy′

∗ ce) − d}mod p = k

The ZKP and symmetric key sharing is given in Protocol
2. There are three entities involved in this protocol; namely
the user, the SP from which the user wants service, denoted
asSPprov, and the SP which registered the SIT attributes of
the user, denoted asSPreg). In step 1 the user lets theSPprov

know thatSPreg has his/her committed values. Then in step 2
SPprov confirms this claim withSPreg and gets the required
commitments corresponding to the SIT attributes as proofs of
identity and required SIT attributes. Similar to Schnorr’spro-
tocol in steps 3,4 and 5 the user generates a proof depending
on the random challenge sent bySPprov. The main difference
is in step 5 where the user calculatesy′ depending on the ran-
dom symmetric keyk. Herex is randomly chosen so that the
resultant key is also random. For the standard symmetric ci-
phers there is a short list of weak keys which are avoided at
this step. The user also generatesy to prove it knows the value
of the commitment like the original proof in Protocol 1. In step
6, SPprov verifies the claim and retrieves the symmetric key
generated by the user in step 5.SPprov can get the keyk only
if knows the value of the secret commitment stored inSPreg .
This protocol is repeated in order to obtain a symmetric key as
a proof of knowledge for each SIT attribute required.

Once the symmetric keys are generated and shared, the user
creates the final message. If there aren SIT attributes required
as proofs of identity andm SIT attributes required for sat-

isfying the requested service policy, then Protocol 2 is run
N = n + m times resulting inN symmetric keys. The fi-
nal message is encryptedN times in a nested manner. The
required information is revealed only in the inner-most en-
crypted portion. As a clarifying example we show in Figure
4 the format of final message thatAlice would give toSPprov

in Example 1. Through 2 iterations of Protocol 2, the keys
KSSN andKCCN are retrieved. M0 is the main message sent
to SPprov which is encrypted with the SP’s public key. By
reading this messageSPprov knows it has to useKSSN to
open one layer of encryption thus retrieving the deciphered
version of M1. It now knows it has to useKCCN to get the
final value, that is, CCN.SPprov can also confirm at this point
that this corresponds to the value committed toSPreg which
it received during the last run of Protocol 2.

4.4 Identifying Duplicates of SIT attributes
During registration it is very important to verify if the pro-

posed commitments of sensitive attributes are already regis-
tered in the federation. Such verification is to prevent a ma-
licious user from registering stolen SIT attribute values with
his/her credentials. Therefore to prevent duplicates the re-
sponsible SP should check with all other SP’s if the proposed
commitment of a sensitive attribute is already present. Such a
check can be executed incrementally or via a broadcast and it
can be very expensive. We therefore propose the use of dis-
tributed hash tables (DHT)[18, 6] for this purpose.

A DHT has no central server and partitions a key space
amongn servers. Each distributed server has partial list of
where data is stored in the system and the keys are mapped
uniformly to the servers according to set rules. A“lookup”
algorithm is required to locate data given the key for that data.
There are two main functions for handling the data, namely
put(key, data) andget(key).

For our purposes the DHT is used as follows. The unique
identifier or the key for the DHT is the commitmentc = g−a

as given in Protocol 1. The key space therefore has the range
[0..p − 1]6 and the data is the tuple(user-ID,TAG, Type-
of -Registration). Because a federation is a closed system,
there is an inherent trust amongst the SP’s; therefore we can
use the SP’s for storing and retrieving the values [17]. During
the formation of the federation a range of key values are given
to each SP which will be responsible for storing the given keys
and the corresponding data values. This is in addition to theSP
with which the user had registered in the first place. When a
user wants to register his/her attributes with an SP, that SPex-

6All the system parameters are consistent with Protocol 1 and
2.



ecutes thelookup algorithm to find if any duplicate is present.
If a duplicate is present then an alarm is raised that trigger
a procedure that determines the compromise of the sensitive
attribute. Otherwise, first the SP registers the users commit-
ments. Following that, depending on the range the committed
value belongs to, the appropriate SP is given this key and the
corresponding data. This replication adds to the robustness
and security of the DHT’s. As a result, we claim that by us-
ing the DHT’s we can prevent duplication of registered sensi-
tive identifiers, which is crucial to ensure effective protection
against identity theft.

5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
We now analyze the security and complexity of the SIT pro-

tocols. In particular we assess the identity theft protection
in the presence of malicious parties and the communication
costs. Before evaluating the above measures we present an in-
teresting paradox based on the desired properties for identity
theft protection in the federation. The two required properties
are as follows:
Property 1: Identity Hiding. Given f(x), it is infeasible to
compute the value ofx.
Property 2: Duplicate Detection.Givenf(x) andf(y) iden-
tify the case whenx = y.
The first property is required so that the registrar SP, who
stores the committed values of the user is not able to compute
the actual secret value. If that SP could compute the values
the process of registration could be simplified greatly to store
all the values in clear. Then, if this SP is compromised so
are all the SIT attributes. The second property is required to
prevent duplicates of sensitive identifier commitments in the
federation. This requirement is needed to prevent a malicious
user from registering stolen attributes with his/her identifier. It
is interesting to observe that property 2 enables one to launch
a brute force dictionary attack. This is a realistic attack for
most identifiers. For instance a SSN is composed of 9 dig-
its, therefore it has109 < 230 possible SSN’s. Listing230

possible strings for a 30 bit value is not difficult for an adver-
sary with moderate computational resources. It is not obvious
how padding or randomization can be added in a useful man-
ner. We however suggest that the typical sensitive identifiers
should be appended with other related information. For exam-
ple a credit card number can be appended with expiry date and
name resulting in a longer length of this sensitive information.
The above paradox, however, is an open problem which may
be solvable using innovative cryptographic techniques andse-
curity models.

5.1 Identity Theft Protection in The Pres-
ence of Malicious Parties

We now prove some relevant properties of the SIT attribute
registration and the SIT attribute usage protocol. As illustrated
in Example 1 there are mainly three kinds of entities: the user;
the registrarSPreg ; and theSPprov which will be providing
the service. We assume that theSPreg is semi-honest.

In the following two theorems we prove the correctness and
confidentiality properties of the registration protocol. By cor-
rectness we mean that an honest user can execute the protocol

successfully achieving the specified results. By confidentiality
we mean privacy preservation of the registered user attributes.

Theorem 1 Let U be a user and letAttr be the set of at-
tributesU wishes to protect. Protocol 1 ensures registration
attributesAttr in identity-protected, even in the presence of
malicious users.

PROOF. We prove that a malicious user cannot compromise
an honest user SIT attribute registration. Two possible cases
arise: i)U registers a set of attributesbeforea malicious user
tries to re-register a subset of those attributes with his/her ac-
tual attributes instead, ii)U registers a set of attributesafter a
malicious user has registeredU ’s stolen attributes.
In case i), after the honest user has successfully registered
his/her SIT attributes, a malicious user will not be able to re-
register those attributes with his/her own SSO ID. This is en-
sured by the duplicate detection mechanism given in Section
4.4. Here, we assume that the exact value of the committed
sensitive attribute is important for the validity of the attribute.
Therefore when the adversary attempts to re-register the com-
mitment will look identical to the one sent by the honest user.
The registrar service provider detects this duplicate and hence
denies the registration.

In case ii), attributes are obviously SIT attributes only after
they are registered. As such, it is required that users be aware
of their sensitive identifiers and register them in a timely fash-
ion. If the user tries to register with any SP in the federation,
like in case (i), a duplicate is detected and a physical verifica-
tion is requested by the SP. In this case the user can give a valid
in-person verification as discussed in Section 4.2.1 and then
re-register the values successfully. The thesis thus holds.

Theorem 2 The SIT attribute registration protocol satisfies
confidentiality.

PROOF. We prove that the actual sensitive values of the
registered commitments is not revealed even to the registrar
SPreg. The attribute registration prevents guessing the values
stored with it. This is directly related to thehiding property
of Schnorr’s ZKP protocol. The key assumption is that the
Discrete Log Problem [19]7 is hard for a polynomially bound
adversary. If the length of the committed attribute is more than
sixteen bits, then by current standards it is infeasible foran ad-
versary to launch a dictionary attack to guess the value of the
committed value or compute the discrete log. The actual secret
of the commitment thus remains confidential.

Corollary 2 Registrar SP cannot inferotherrelated attributes
based on the ones stored with it.

PROOF. (Sketch) It has been shown in [31] how combining
attribute information about a user can help infer his/her other
not directly disclosed attributes. Because the actual values of
the attributes remain confidential even toSPreg , we see that
it is not possible to infer other attribute information fromthe

7Given a multiplicative group(G, ∗), an elementg in G hav-
ing ordern and an elementy in the subgroup generated byg,
we have to find the unique integerx such thatgxmod n = y.
Herex is the discrete logarithmloggy.



set of committed values. The only values given in clear are
thetags associated with the given commitments. Thesetags

are required to be generic so that they do not leak information
about the corresponding secret attribute. For example instead
of having a tagPurdue-Student-IDthe tag should beAffiliated-
Institution-ID. Here the latter generic tag does not have the
specific identifiers likePurdueandStudent. There is no other
information in clear which could leak information; therefore
inferring information about the user is hard.

The next two theorems prove the correctness and confiden-
tiality of the SIT attribute usage protocol. By correctnessof
SIT attribute usage protocol we mean that the proofs of iden-
tity can be used successfully to prove ownership of the at-
tributes required by theSPprov. Only after this proof does
SPprov get the required attributes. Correctness of the SIT at-
tribute usage protocol ensures mitigation of identity theft. By
confidentiality we mean that the protocol is privacy-preserving
with respect to the user attributes such that none of the SP’s
learn more information than required about the user.

Theorem 3 LetU be a user andSPprov be the service provider
U is interacting with. SIT attribute usage protocol is correct
if and only if at least one of the interacting parties is semi-
honest.

PROOF. To prove that SIT attribute usage protocol is secure
we need consider two cases: i)U is malicious andSPprov is
semi-honest.
ii) SPprov is malicious andU is semi-honest.

Case i). A malicious user cannot provide the commitment
corresponding the the different proofs of identity required by
theSPprov’s service policy. We assume that not all the sensi-
tive SIT attributes are compromised. Due to incorrect commit-
ments the symmetric key exchange in Protocol 2 fails. Refer-
ring to the protocol, the malicious user could easily articulate
y′ using the equation:{(gy′

∗ ce) − d}mod p = k used by
the SPprov in step 6 to exchange a symmetric key success-
fully. However,y can only be verified if the user knows the
secret using the original ZKP. Therefore this protocol is secure
against a malicious user.

Case ii). In our context a maliciousSPprov is a SP wishing
to use SIT attributes of the userwithout verifying the proofs
identity. This not possible because of the format of the final
message disclosed by the user (see Figure 4). Protocol 2 for
key exchange is successful if and only if the committed value
is verified correctly withSPreg, for each such attribute. The
messages are encoded in a nested manner such that only after
decrypting with the keys corresponding to the proofs of iden-
tity can theSPprov retrieve the required user attributes. This
forces theSPprov to follow the protocol and prevent misuse
of an honest user SIT attributes.

It is important to notice that in Protocol 2 we require at least
one party between the user and the service providing SP is
semi-honest during the message exchanges. The worst case
arises when the registrar and another SP in the federation col-
lude. In this case, we cannot prevent the leak of information
such that the registrar collects clear attributes fromSP ′

provs.

However, we will explore approaches to detect this misbehav-
ior in our future work.

Theorem 4 The SIT attribute usage protocol satisfies confi-
dentiality.

PROOF. SPprov is not required to learn any information
about the sensitive attributes used as proofs of identity inthe
SIT attribute usage protocol. Only the tag corresponding to
the identity proof is given toSPprov to querySPreg and re-
trieve the corresponding commitment. This tag as specified
earlier has to be generic to avoid leaking any secret informa-
tion. If SPprov can get the value of the secret identifier in
the commitment, then it would be equivalent to solving the
DLP problem. This contradicts our assumption that DLP is
hard. Therefore information about the SIT attributes as proofs
of identity remains confidential to theSPprov type SP’s.

In addition, the illustrated protocols are secure against man-
in-the-middle and replay attacks. This is because of four main
reasons. First, any message sent from the user to the SP is
encrypted with the public key of the SP. Second, an explicit
naming convention [1] is used by including the SSO ID of the
sender. Third, timestamps are used to maintain freshness ofthe
messages. Finally, the challenges sent by the SP are random8

and cannot be predicted. For the final message if an adversary
could successfully replay this message then it could essentially
use the SIT attribute with the attached proofs of identity. This
is not possible because the symmetric keys are generated in re-
sponse to random challenges sent by the SP and the proofs of
identity. Interestingly, in this manner even theSPprov which
successfully retrieves the user’s SIT attributes as required can-
not maliciously use them with any other SP. The timestamps
in the final message also prevents timing and replay attacks.
Note that timestamps can be replaced by counters or nounces,
as suitable for the federation environment.

5.2 Complexity Analysis
The complexity cost is estimated in terms of the number and

sizes of messages exchanged among SP’s and users. In the reg-
istration phase the Protocol 1 is executed for each registered
SIT attribute. The number of messages exchanged for each it-
eration is four. The sizes of these messages are inlog (p) or
log (q) depending of the modulus. For Protocol 2 in the at-
tribute usage protocol, the number of messages exchanged is
five. Furthermore, letn be the number of proofs of identity
required to gain assurance regarding the validity of a user,and
m be the number of required attributes. Then the number of
times Protocol 2 has to be run isN = n + m. The sizes of
most messages are of the same order of the sizes of the mes-
sages exchanged during the registration phase. The size of the
final message after all iterations of Protocol 2 are executedis
proportional toN , and the number of nested encrypted mes-
sages isN . If symmetric cipher AES is used in the CBC mode
[3], then the size of each nested block is at least 128 bits. As
one cipher block is added with each encryption the size of the

8Note that these random challenges can be made non-
interactive assuming a random oracle model [4] but this is out-
side the scope of the paper.



final message is approximately128 × N bits. The registrar
SPreg acts like a database of information, and thus it does not
represent a bottleneck in the system. To enhance efficiency,
Protocol 1’s multiple attributes registration can be executed
in parallel because the commitments are independent of each
other. Similarly Protocol 2’s multiple symmetric key retrieval
can also be made parallel and according to any order.

6. RELATED WORK
In this section we first explore the most relevant federated

digital identity management initiatives and then solutions to
the identity theft problem in federations. In the corporateworld
there are several emerging standards for identity federation
like Liberty Alliance and WS-Federation. Because the projects
are very similar we describe the former in more detail below.
Liberty Alliance [12] is based on SAML and provides open
standards for SSO with decentralized authentication. SSO al-
lows a user to sign-on once at a Liberty-enabled site in orderto
be seamlessly signed-on when navigating to another Liberty-
enabled site without the need to authenticate again. This group
of Liberty-enabled sites is a part of what is called acircle of
trust, which is a federation of SP’s and identity providers hav-
ing business relationships based on the Liberty architecture.
The identity provider is a Liberty-enabled entity that creates,
maintains and manages identity information of users and gives
this information to the SP’s. The users authenticate themselves
to an identity provider in the federation and other SP’s ob-
tain authentication information of the user from this identity
providers. As compared to Liberty Alliance which uses PKI
for user authentication, we show how we can also leverage
the SSO ID for establishing from simple to complex digital
user attributes. This adds privacy, flexibility and usability to
the identity system. In addition our specific identity theftpro-
tection protocols can prove valuable when used in the Liberty
identity federation framework.

Shibboleth [14] is an initiative by universities member of
Internet2 [13]. The goal of such initiative is to develop and
deploy new middleware technologies that can facilitate inter-
institutional collaboration and access to digital content. It uses
the concept of federation of user attributes. When a user at an
institution tries to use a resource at another, Shibboleth sends
attributes about the user to the remote destination, ratherthan
making the user log in to that destination. The receiver can
check whether the attributes satisfy its own policies. An iden-
tity provider in the Shibboleth architecture has all the user
attributes and user privacy preferences which are taken into
account when it has to supply user identity information to
other members of the federation. Our approach differs with
respect to Shibboleth in that we do not rely on a central iden-
tity provider providing all user attributes. User attributes in our
framework are distributed within the different federationmem-
bers, each of which can effectively be an identity provider.We
also provide a mechanism by using which a user can get cer-
tified attributes from the federation members and use them to
obtain further certified information.

Concerning the problem of identity theft, Liberty Alliance
(LA), Shibboleth project and other organizations like Better
Business Bureau and Federal Trade Commission have initiated

some efforts aiming at educating consumers and preventing
identity theft. A LA paper [9] points out that having SSO in
federations helps reduce ID theft by reducing the number of lo-
gin names and passwords which might be related to other user
attribute information. The paper also discusses how attribute
sharing in a federation inherently prevents user attributes theft
”by controlling the scope of access to participating websites,
by enabling consent-driven, secure, cross-domain transmis-
sion of a users personal information.”LA mitigates ID theft
by having the organizations in the federation adopt superior
standards of security, distributing information to avoid single
point of failure, by having access control on these attributes
based on user preferences, and having coordinated responseto
incidents and frauds. However to the best of our knowledge
no identity provision protocols which mitigate ID theft have
been developed dealing with the case when the members of
the federation are not completely trusted. Solutions dealing
with such case would provide protection against insider threat
or when a service provider is compromised. Our solution not
only exploits the advantages of a federation, as the generalus-
age case, but extends it even further with the concept of SIT
attributes and SIT attribute usage.

RSA Laboratories’ product Nightingale [20] implements a
secret-splitting technology, which is designed to be integrated
into application software as a server module for the back-end
of any network. Secret splitting is a cryptographic technique
that breaks a piece of data into two components. Learning one
of these components reveals no information about the origi-
nal data. Using secret-splitting the sensitive data is crypto-
graphically distributed across two locations - the Nightingale
module/server and an application server thus avoiding a single
point of failure. The secret data can be of three types: (1) user
authentication data like SSN, passwords; (2) business datalike
customer records and their CCN; (3) the cryptographic keys
themself. Nightingale can thus be used to mitigate identity
theft by making it hard to retrieve the stored user information.
Interestingly, the secret splitting can be used with the solution
proposed in this paper to split the committed values of user
identity attributes. Such an approach may provide even better
identity theft protection which we will explore as a part of our
future work.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a flexible and privacy-preserving

approach that allow a user to establish a unique identifier and
then proceed to establish other complex identity attributes in a
federation. Our approach relaxes the dependence on PKI for
user authentication which is currently a bottleneck for many
trust management solutions. We also presented a novel solu-
tion to the problem of identity theft based on cryptographic
techniques. In the paper we have also analyzed the security
and complexity of the proposed protocols. The analysis also
gives the assumptions and properties that are required in order
to implement the given identity theft protection solution and
an open paradox which still needs to be addressed. Our fu-
ture work includes moving from a context characterized by the
semi-honest paradigm to a context where malicious SP’s can
collude with each other and the development of techniques to



detect misbehavior. We will also explore how other crypto-
graphic techniques can be integrated with the one presentedin
this paper. In essence we believe that our approach encourages
the development of innovative cryptographic techniques toad-
dress security and privacy problems in digital identity manage-
ment.
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